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In the last three decades, the discourse on fragile and failed states has
gained significant importance in the fields of international law, development,
socio-legal studies, securitisation, political science and international
relations. The wider discourse plays a key role in guiding the policies of
international community, investment organisations and multilateral
institutions and has also generated a plethora of indicators to measure and
categorise the weakness or instability of states. The state fragility idea is
based on a number of key normative assumptions. First, that state fragility is
actually the absence of stability which, if not addressed properly or
immediately, will lead to state failure. Second, that state fragility is
something that goes against the normality of intra-state relationships. And
finally that this anomaly needs to be rectified, aided through state-building or
even violently corrected.
While carrying socio-legal overtones (particularly in the usage of Weberian
ideal-typical state as a model), this discourse nonetheless adopts an ahistorical and a-political framework, in which the history and politics of the
individual states is ignored. This paper furthers the assertion that
colonialism's contribution towards state fragility should be recognised, and
suggests that a deeper socio-legal analysis highlights the conceptual fault
lines that challenge the underlying assumptions of the discourse.
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